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Abstract: 

Due to increase in internet usage nowadays users are accessing information from all part of the world so we need to have an 

effective content delivery system to deliver content in a fast and effective way. The problem of existing content distributio n to 

users is by delivering the data through single transmission from source to one point (cache server in that branch) and the copies 

are created at that branch point and distributed to each requested user node. We have many existing content d elivery network 

which delivers content quickly and effectively by responding to the user request from the nearest geo location cache server. But 

enabling a decentralized content caching capability removes the need of central cache server and increases the performance, d ata 

availability and speed of content delivery process. Here content is cached in mostly every intermediate node within the network 

and content is fetched by its content name not based on the hostname. Requested content is delivered to the node from the nea rest 

node holding the content cache, in case if that node is unavailable the request is shifted to the next nearest node holding the 

content. 

 

Index terms: cache, decentralized, content delivery network, centralized, content distribution, data availability  

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

  

Our objective is to build an efficient content delivery over 

networks to reduce network traffic and retransmission during 

the error control by enabling a decentralized content caching 

capabilit ies..Our pro ject focuses on the problem of building an 

effective content delivery over the wide network .Because the 

current rate of users accessing world wide data keeps on 

increasing we need a proper content delivery strategy. An 

effective content delivery system must deliver the content to 

users in more reliable and faster means. .Not only that, it must 

reduce network congestion, server loading, ensure data access 

and improve tolerance in d isruptions . 

 

II.CDN 

 

Content delivery networks (CDN) is a cache based technique 

which stores a data in cache server place at different locations . 

When a user request for a specific data from the server, the 

nearest CDN will respond with data to the user’s request. Peer-

to-Peer (P2P) system also use a caching technique but here the 

participant node who are all accessing the data will become a 

cache server and respond to other users. P2P data is store in 

one user’s node is made available to another user. So the 

distribution load is shared among users instead of central serve. 

Even if the user is respond by the CDN having single cache 

server for one nation or one zone can’t be the solution. In Peer-

to-Peer the data requested is fetched from the another 

participant who is requesting the same data from the server. 

They are not informat ion-centric-network they are host-

centric-network that mean we data are requested by hostname 

not by their name.   According to survey report, today’s  internet 

user is growing fastly. The multicasting techniques are well 

defined for the real t ime process. The todays trends are 

prompted into a newly networking process that is known as a 

informat ion centric networking. The ICN is direct ly requested 

by name not by their host name Under a decentralizat ion 

content caching network can reduce the energy consumption, 

energy is consider because it consumes 2% of worlds total 

carbon foot print which expected to increase. they also reduces 

the complexity of managing the larger network compare with 

the centralized one in network caching process should be 

depends upon a implementation of content caching strategy. A 

CSS algorithms describe that how much of content 

participating network node want to caching. According to 

podlipnig, CSS is adaptable foe real time environment [A  

strategy of web cache replacement strategies]. Decentralizat ion 

content caching network interact with nearest neighbors and 

also CSS designs on provably converge to a Decentralizat ion 

algorithm called as a Redused Consensus Optimizat ion
 [1]

  

 

Cache and forward (CNF) is rapidly reducing the memory  

costs. The Transport layer perform in hop by hop front manner 

with larger contents and another one is caching scheme, the 

caching scheme is integrates into each and every single router 

to reduce traffic and increase speed. Lijun Dong should focus 

on new paradigm. It is called as Integrated In-Network 

Caching. Each en-route CNF is a straight forward approach 

and it is independently decide whether or not the cache passing 

contents called as cache-n capture. This process does not 

provide adequate performance why because CNS router does 

have knowledge what ather routers have cached. This unaware 

process can cause undesirable situations To identify this 

unaware process we interact neighbor systems within cached 

content network. It is called as Content Broadcast
 [2]

    

 

 Hoeche focus on the hierarchical web caching. This process 

can be save the 50% of the memory and CPU power saving for 

the purpose of updating the cache when compared to un-

coperative hierarchical caching. Some of the research papers 

heavily rely on the other architectures, such as distributed and 

caching architectures. According to ye Tung and Hoeche there 
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are three contributions: first contributions is the previous 

analysis is main ly based on a statistic analysis. in this 

contribution Least Recently used(LRU) algorithm is run at 

each and every caches in an uncooperative manner. The second 

contribution is finding design principles for hierarchical 

caching. The third contribution is the application of design 

principles of a cooperative hierarch ical cach ing
 [3] 

 

The ICN is requested by name and not address by their host 

name. Although ICN’s have potential to increase the utilizat ion 

and global energy efficiency. But the CDN’s have content 

placement problems that typically captures delay, Bandwidth 

and cost of placement. This problem is generally called as 

Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP).The solutions have 

been proposed in the form of approximate algorithm based on 

greedy techniques. The contributions of Jaime Liorca is said 

that ICN is optimize the energy efficiency and offline solution 

is based on ILP it provides maximum efficiency gains and then 

it also provides efficient online d istributed algorithms.
[4] 

 

According to Kyle Guan, Content Centric networking [1]was 

proposed to increasing the content efficiency by using the 

name based routing, not by their host name. By using CCN we 

reduce the transport energy. When compared to CCN?’  

sdynamic optical by pass is more energy efficient in delivering 

infrequently accessing via bypass. We also explicit model and 

evaluate the physical/logical topology on the energy 

consumption [on the energy efficiency of content delivery  

Architecture
[5]. 

 

Haiy ing Shen and Guoxin Liu proposed an article based on 

clustering peers to enhance effectiveness of file  sharing. In  

this, they group nodes under similarity in physical proximity  

and the interest of nodes. Physically similar nodes are grouped 

as a cluster, physically similar and common interest nodes are  

grouped as a sub-cluster. They introduced Proximity-Aware 

and Interest-clustered P2P file sharing System (PAIS) to 

enhance efficiency of file query. PAIS uses file replicat ion 

algorithm. When frequently a file  is requested the PAIS creates 

replicas of that and shares the file with the requested node. To 

reduce file searching delay from the peer the bloom filter is 

used. Results for this technique showed that the file sharing 

time is reduced and effectiveness of intra-sub clustering is 

proven.
[6]

 
 

     

Madhukar R. Korupolu and Michael Dahlin submitted a 

research article on co-operating caches to enhance cache 

effectiveness. The caches cooperate together and are 

coordinated to make storage decisions. It involves identifying 

copies of objects and storage of objects by cache coordination. 

By coordinating caches the space for storage is increased since 

nowadays large files shared through internet and single cache 

have less storage space. This cooperation of caches is suitable 

in environments like Internet Serv ice Providers (ISP) and 

cache service provider. By coordinating the busy cache 

contacts the idle cache and the access time is reduced. Here the 

hierarchical greedy-dual algorithm is used as it is the most 

effective than other replacement and non-replacement 

algorithms. This can be used in large scale distributed 

systems.
[7]

  

 

Dabin Kim1 said that the current internet setup is not able to 

provide congestion free data access and hence we need to shift 

from connecting end nodes to connecting users to content 

which is called Content Centric Networking (CCN). Today’s 

search market is centralized. This often does not create the 

right incentives to expose meta-data. Distributed object search 

will change this. Content replicators may want to hold the 

meta-data. They developed a model of CCN using OPNET and 

compared it with the traditional web caching methods and 

evaluated the performance of both the caching techniques 

under various flash-crowds. 
[8]

 

 

Recently, there is increase in usage of internet and energy 

consumption through it becomes excessively large. The trend 

shows that there will be enormous energy needed for using 

internet. The uses of energy for large service providers are  

substantial today. The wireless networks has equipments 

deficiency and in case of mobile networks the operational 

expenses are high. It involves calculating the power 

consumption transaction-based modeling approach. Power 

required for various resources for providing the service to the 

network are added on a mean approach. This experiment 

resulted in showing that traffic project ion can be done by 

future advances. Uichin  Lee, KAIST KSE, Iv ica Rimac, Daniel 

Kilper, and Volker Hilt, Alcatel-Lucent Bell Labs published an 

article which deals with surveying the existing content 

dissemination methods and the efficiency of network devices 

like the backbone router, edge router, DSL and GPON.The 

survey showed that the change to CCN from current 

dissemination method i.e, host oriented fetches good results 

energy efficiency of networking devices. Data is requested by 

name, using any and all means available (IP, VPN, tunnels , 

multicast, proxies, etc.) in CCN. Anything that hears the 

request and has a valid copy of the data can respond to the 

request. They surveyed the energy consumption for 1 GB 

video downloading for both existing networking method and 

CCN which showed that the networking devices are more 

efficient on using Content Centric Networking and using CCN 

reduces energy consumption
[9] 

 

III. System Architecture  

 
Figure.1. S ystem Architecture  

 

Proposed System 

 Proposed system implement a content cache strategy under a 

decentralized environment..In our proposed work every node 

in the network will cache content based on their demand and 

forward the content based on the request..Nodes setup their 

caching configuration individually by interacting with the 
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neighbor node and finding the local network measurements. It 

allows the network to undergo structural changes such as node 

additions and deletions, without requiring all nodes to be 

reprogrammed every t ime..The proposed network can reduce 

energy consumption, Energy is considered because the it 

consumes 2% of world’s total carbon footprint which expected 

to increase. Decentralized environment reduces the complexity  

of managing the larger network compare with the centralized  

one. Dynamic caching configuration increases the fle xibility 

and modularity of our decentralized network. To avoid 

excessive copying of content within the network, node should 

avoid caching the same portions of the same content that 

nearby nodes cache. This property is important to reduce the 

cost of the network and solve the cache memory issue is 

mentioned in the paper but they focus main ly on content 

delivery issues and let this issue unsolved. We solve this issue 

by creating broadcasting about their cache index with neighbor 

node in a particular circle. Here the multiple systems are 

connected parallely and one index have been maintained here 

and if any of the system requires data from the server then it is 

updated in the index automatically and if suppose any one of 

the neighbour node requests the data first the request is passed 

to the nearest geo location node and if the data is there then it 

passes the data to the requested node and if suppose if the data 

is not present then it request gets passes to the server and here 

security is provided to the cache memory using MD5 

algorithm. if suppose any content in the data has been changed 

then the notification has been passed to the server the content 

in that file has been changed 

 

Content Broadcasting  

 

1. This module is used by the content server to broad the 

content to its client node on request 

2. It also provides the basic security of sharing the 

content in a controlled manner so that the node apart 

from the network cant access the content 

3. After this process the content are cached in individual 

nodes if the content is requested further the content is 

delivered by the client nodes 

 

Identi fying Cache Settings 

1. Cache setting is a very important for making decision 

in storing the cache contents 

2. It hold the details of cache content with their sequence 

informat ion and the allowed size of storage 

3. This is constructed by evaluating broadcasted 

informat ion of their neighboring node 

 

Broadcast Cache Status  

1. Node evaluate their storage capacities and the cache 

content and broadcast their details to the neighbor 

node  

2. This informat ion is used by the node to share and 

fetch content from the neighbor node and also helps 

them to construct the cache settings 

3. Our network maintains a nodes list table based on list 

it broadcast the cache status to all of the nodes 

 

Content Caching  

1. The adaptive content-caching problem is to decide 

which portions of which content pieces each node 

ought to cache at time  

2. The nodes store only contiguous blocks of a content 

piece indicat ing the location at which node starts to 

store its contiguous block and the fraction of the 

whole content piece that this block represents. 

 

Managing Content Request 

1. Content is sent by the server or other nodes to the 

requesting node in an unsecured environment so to 

secure the content we use MAC 

2. Message Authentication code helps the receiver to 

find if the received content is modified by the external 

sources 

3. If the content is present in the neighbor node then 

node request contents from that node else it request to 

the higher cluster else directly to the server 
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